Abstract
The Victoria Police (VicPol) has developed a range of strategies and enforcement programs to target individuals and groups who persist in driving vehicles in a manner that creates unnecessary risk to other road users. This group, typically referred to as ‘hoons’, tend to perform organised illegal street racing activities in vehicles that are often defective and unroadworthy. This paper will provide an overview of the provisions of Victoria’s Anti-Hoon Legislation introduced on 1 July 2006 and a statistical summary of the extent and severity of the hooning problem in Victoria. The effectiveness of the VicPol response to enforcement and targeting of anti-social driving behaviour will also be outlined.

Furthermore, an overview of the objectives and outcomes of ‘Operation DRAG-SAFE’ and other similar problem-oriented policing methods used to prevent street racing in Victoria will be presented. VicPol has adopted a partnership approach with Municipal Councils to dealing with anti-social drivers through the development of Hoon Hotlines with the ability to record and monitor ‘hooning’ complaints made by members of the community on the Hoon Hotline Data Base. The effectiveness of the Hoon Hotline Database in monitoring anti-social driving behaviour, otherwise known as ‘hooning’ will be outlined. This will enable delegates to examine the suitability of Victoria’s
response to hoon-related driving behaviour for application in their own jurisdiction.

Background

Prior to the introduction of Hoon Legislation in Victoria, Victoria police mounted a number of successful operations to catch and prosecute drivers for hoon behaviour arguably these prosecutions lacked a deterrent effect compared to current Hoon Legislation. Operation Stoker, held over 18 days in June 2004, 474 charges laid against 37 offenders.

Of the 29 casualty crashes analysed for 2003 involving 18-25 year olds, 26 involved excessive speed, 12 alcohol/drugs related causes and 9 involved some form of specific “hoon” behaviour. The fatalities arising from these 29 casualty crashes accounted for 5% of all road fatalities, importantly these crashes accounted for approximately 60% of passengers aged 18 to 25 killed in 2003.

Since 1 July 2006, police have been able to seize cars and motor bikes used to commit certain offences when the Victorian Government introduced laws to thwart people who drive on our roads like hoons. For the first time ever, Victoria Police officers were empowered to seize cars which are driven at very high speed, or in a manner that causes burnouts and doughnuts. Authorities can also impound, immobilise or forfeit a vehicle if it is involved in a speed trial, exhibits excessive noise or smoke, or is driven by a disqualified, repeat offending driver.

This dangerous behaviour will no longer be tolerated on Victorian roads because it causes serious crashes and the deaths of innocent people. Between January 2003 and November 2004, 41 serious crashes involved hoon-type behaviour, as defined and reported by the Victoria Police Major Collision Investigation Group.

Legislation
Victoria Police can impound or immobilise a vehicle for 48 hours at any time if they believe on reasonable grounds that the driver has committed a hoon-related offence.

If a court finds an individual is guilty of their second or third hoon-related offence within three years, Victoria Police may ask a magistrate to impound or immobilise the vehicle for three months, or order permanent forfeiture. The Court orders for three month impoundment or immobilisation or forfeiture are in addition to the 48 hour period of impoundment or immobilisation, imposed by Victoria Police.

If Victoria Police do not proceed with a charge in respect of the hoon-related offence, or the prosecution for the offence is unsuccessful, the costs of impoundment or immobilisation charge must be refunded and the vehicle immediately released.

Hoon drivers don't have to own the vehicle to be at risk. Vehicles can be impounded or immobilised regardless of whether the driver is the registered operator.

**Specific Hoon Offences**

Offences which may result in seizing of cars and motorbikes are:

*Improper Use of Motor Vehicle* – defined as “intentional loss of traction to one or more heels”

*Careless Driving* – with Improper Use

*Manner Dangerous* – with Improper Use

*Engage in/Conduct Speed Trials Fail to Have Proper Control* – with Improper Use
**Undue Noise/Smoke** – with Improper Use

**Drive Whilst Disqualified/Suspended**

**Exceed Speed Limit** – by 45Km/h or more; or travel at 145Km/h or more in a 110 Km/h zone

The following offences will also be considered hoon-related offences if they are committed in circumstances involving the improper use of a motor vehicle:

- dangerous driving;
- careless driving;
- failure to have proper control of the vehicle; and
- causing the vehicle to make excessive noise or smoke.

**Impoundment**

The new laws allow vehicles to be seized for 48 hours. Further impoundment for up to 3 months may be ordered for a second conviction. A third (or more) conviction may result in forfeiture.

Any vehicle that has been used to commit a hoon-related offence may be impounded or immobilised by Victoria Police for 48 hours. Police may seize the vehicle 'on the spot' or up to two days after the offence, or serve notice on the driver within 10 days of the offence, demanding the vehicle be surrendered to a designated location. Police may also obtain a warrant from a court to search for and seize the vehicle from private property, if it is not surrendered voluntarily.

**Process**

Once a police officer has impounded or immobilised a vehicle, he or she must speedily inform a senior police officer, such as an inspector, about the
circumstances of the alleged offence. This senior officer must then enquire into the alleged offence further, and release the car if there are not reasonable grounds for the impoundment or immobilisation.

Stolen or hired vehicles must be returned to their registered owners as soon as reasonably possible and without any costs due;

A person may apply to the Magistrates’ Court for the release of an impounded or immobilised car, or for the variation of an impoundment, immobilisation or forfeiture order, to avoid exceptional hardship;

The Crown must refund any costs paid, or release any impounded or immobilised vehicle with no costs payable, if the driver is subsequently found not guilty of a relevant offence, or where charges are not proceeded with by police;

Only a Court may order vehicle impoundment or immobilisation for up to three months or forfeiture of the vehicle and a process will be established whereby innocent parties with an interest in a forfeited vehicle may seek compensation from the State for its sale. The Road Safety (Vehicle Impoundment Amendment) Bill included a number of safeguards:

If a court finds an individual is guilty of their second or third hoon-related offence within three years, Victoria Police may ask a magistrate to impound or immobilise the vehicle for three months, or order permanent forfeiture.

However, Victoria Police must tell the driver and parties with an interest in the vehicle of such intention, at least 28 days beforehand. The Court must hear the views of anybody who is served this notice when determining whether to order impoundment, immobilisation or forfeiture.

Any person may ask a magistrate to release an impounded, immobilised or forfeited vehicle on the grounds that its impoundment, immobilisation or forfeiture causes exceptional hardship to themselves or any other person.
An individual who is found not guilty of an offence for which their vehicle was impounded, immobilised or forfeited must have their payment to recover the vehicle reimbursed. If the vehicle is still impounded or immobilised at the time they are found not guilty, the vehicle must be released quickly without any recovery cost to the driver or registered owner.

In most cases, an impounded or immobilised vehicle can only be released once all designated costs have been paid by the person with an entitlement to the vehicle. This fee may incorporate the cost of towing the vehicle to an impounded zone, and any other costs involved in the impoundment or immobilisation.

Victoria Police must inform the alleged offender about those costs, which are likely to differ between cases, depending upon where the vehicle was when police took control of it. This is because the designated costs incorporate the various rates charged by different towing companies. Some suburbs are further away from the impoundment location, resulting in higher towing costs.

The designated costs payable before a vehicle may be recovered are likely to be within the range of $270 to $600.

A vehicle may be released before the end of the impoundment or immobilisation period if:

A Victoria Police senior officer, such as an inspector, has reviewed the circumstances of the offence and determines there are not reasonable grounds for the impoundment or immobilisation.

Victoria Police are satisfied the vehicle is either stolen or hired. For a vehicle to be considered hired, it must belong to a fleet which is owned by a person or company operating a short-term, vehicle hire business.
A person has successfully applied to a magistrate for the vehicle's release on the grounds that its impoundment or immobilisation causes exceptional hardship to themselves or another person.

The driver whose vehicle was impounded or immobilised has been found not guilty of the relevant hoon-related charge.

**Achievement**

A breakdown of the state wide achievements as at 31/8/2007 regarding vehicle impoundments reveal 1,360 vehicles seized for improper use, 1,069 vehicles seized for excessive speed, 27 for conduct engage in race/speed trial, 63 unlicensed driving, 47 disqualified driving and 7 vehicles seized with a court order for a past offence.

**Case Study – Frankston Hoon Hotline**

Since 2005 residents of the Frankston municipality Have been able to phone 1800 NO HOON (1800 66 4666), 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to report anti-social driving behaviour. If immediate police attendance is required, residents are requested to dial 000.

Residents will be asked for the date and time of the incident, location, frequency of the hoon behaviour, and details of the alleged driver and vehicle. If residents want confirmation of their report they can leave their details, otherwise they may remain anonymous.

The information provided is placed in a database to be reviewed. Information likely to identify vehicles is passed onto Victoria Police. Other information will be collated with other reports of hoon behaviour to identify "hot spots" Victoria Police can target in future operations.

The Frankston Hoon Hotline was initiated by Frankston Council in association with Frankston TMU in 2005. 4,100 calls reporting hoon driving were received until 31/8/2007. 3,300 of these reports were of value.
A breakdown of the reported behaviour revealed 1,320 Improper use of a motor vehicle, 1,15 Excessive Speed, 70 Dragging, 67 Unregistered, 40 Unlicensed and 25 Disqualified drivers.

A breakdown of the achievements of the Frankston Hoon Hotline outcomes reveal 120 Licences cancelled/suspended, 67 Registrations suspended, 150 EPA Notices issued, 60 Vehicle seized by Frankston TMU and 20 Warnings Issued.

Drag Right
Operation Drag Right is a local community based police proactive initiative set up to encourage young drivers off the roads and onto the safety of the race track to indulge in racing activities. Police staff involved in the Drag Right program engage youth groups at a personal level encouraging a more informed attitude to road safety. The Victoria Police Drag cars are the focal point to commence communication with young drivers and the public to push the road safety message and drive home the need to drag race at appropriate venues in a controlled environment

Lessons Learnt
- Traffic Camera Office – extend seizure time frame.
- Legal Aspects – confiscation orders.
- Legal Aspects – Concurrency of offences.
- Legal Aspects – Serious offences straight to forfeiture provisions.
- Development of State wide hoon behaviour reporting capability.
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